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add some fun for free with an 8-slider volume envelope that lets you add some small tonal variation, or experiment with
any attack or release values you want. it also provides 4 values for wide miking, which lets you add some 2d space for

your mix. as long as you want a soloist, miroslav philharmonik 2 provides the control, flexibility and performance realism
of a real orchestral soloist. when you need more than one sound at once, be it a woodwind, brass, keyboard, or chorus,
miroslav philharmonik 2 lets you dial in up to 11 instrument parts for your production. make key and rhythmic choices

with gorgeous crossfades, wordless kicks and loads of options, including harmony, pitch, glide and glide in/out. spill your
key for interesting stereo effects, or add full harmony to your arrangements for a more professional feel. create your own
orchestral color libraries anywhere. use the edit page to download as wav files or load from any wav format library in the

store. create, manage and store custom libraries on your computer or mobile device. create a personal palette of
orchestral colors. configure the sound of any instrument in your library to match your unique palette. create, manage and
store custom libraries on your computer or mobile device. the slightly over a decade since the first color symphony, and
the second goes back to the spirit of the previous game with new features and gameplay mechanics for both solo and

cooperative action, new game modes, available for all performances and instruments in orchestra mode and
experimental music support.
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colors is perfect for any orchestral scoring you can
throw at it. from the almighty string section,

through the full orchestra, brass, woodwinds and
the solo brass instruments, find orchestral colors as
well as musical themes, solo instrument parts and
suites designed to push all the way up to the top of
your computer. from light and airy string textures,
to gothic percussion, to orchestral instruments and
arrangements, even huge orchestral choruses with
single instrument parts, colors allows you to take
full control of your music. each instrument library

can be edited to suit your own ideas and
preferences. you can adjust every parameter and
every articulation, hold it, freeze it or hide it for

maximum creative freedom. only you know what
youre looking for, so colors automatically guides you
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through editing all of the articulations in real-time.
theres a comprehensive controls system with a

visual display of every parameter within the library
allowing even the more experienced users to make

tweaks without a problem. as well as a full
complement of orchestra instruments, color

features a wide range of solo instruments designed
to suit virtually any music creation style, including
string, brass, woodwind, electronic and percussion
instruments as well as guitars, keyboards, pianos,

synthesizers and the list goes on. having your
instrument library organized into solo instrument

parts and suites means you can quickly open a solo
instrument part to play a short solo part for any

instrument you want as well as quickly build larger
orchestrations. color uses an extensive instrument

mixer to place all the different orchestral
instruments on your keyboard for ultimate control

over the sound of your music. from the solo
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instruments, where you can quickly change
instrument or type of instrument on a live

performance, to the full orchestra instruments
where you can have live access to every instrument

in the orchestra, creating orchestral music has
never been easier. 5ec8ef588b
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